TUESDAY MAY 14, 2019

the moda center

SCHEDULE
The PDX Operations Leadership Forum is an invitation only summit for operations executives
from the leading brands in the Portland area. The executives on the PDX Operations Leadership
Forum advisory team drive the strategic direction of the agenda to ensure the content is relevant
and delivers maximum value.

8:15am - 8:45am : check-in and Morning Reception
8:45am : welcome comments
WAYNE YOUNG
Chief Operating Officer
Hanna Andersson

8:50am - 9:40am : opening discussion
strategic insights from planning, launching and
managing the s500 million ilani resort project

Kara Fox-LaRose
President
ilani Resort

Opened in 2017, ilani navigated years of complex regulations before breaking ground on
the $510 million project. Since opening, ilani has achieved much success and more than
75 awards and continues to expand its business model with an addition of a Meeting
and Entertainment venue on it's first anniversary, a gas station and convenience store on
its second anniversary, and soon to announce its next expansion project.
Kara Fox-LaRose, President of ilani Resort, will share operational insights of launching
and managing the project, as well as discuss the risk management process as her team
plans for ilani's growth.

9:40am - 10:10am : networking break
10:10am - 11:00am : keynote
the growth formula

surviving the acceleration of automation

Through 18 years of data gathering and research, we have found that the success of
businesses is tied to five key elements:
David Uhler
National Director
of Research &
Development
Slalom

Highly-Aligned Leadership
Relentless Focus on Team
Customer Obsession
Insurgent Mindset
Operating Foundation

These key elements make up 'The Growth Formula'. In this keynote, Dave Uhler, National
Director of Research and Development for Slalom will focus on how these same Growth
Formula elements can be leveraged atop a strong Operating Foundation to realize the
vision of your organization."

11:00am - 12:15pm : round-table sessions
round table a

data’s role in the operating foundation

Sarah Gehrke

Matt Ewalt

It's no surprise that in today's business climate, data is at the core of a strong
Operating Foundation. An organization's ability to identify, acquire, and grow
the strategic data assets required to transform and improve business
performance is key to delivering the strategic potential of a strong Operating
Foundation. The right operational data & technology enablers and operating
model help you generate the strategic data assets needed to strengthen your
organization and amplify business. During the breakout, attendees will split into
groups to discuss the core principles of data strategy including:

Is your data strategy delivering the anticipated results?
Does your current analytics environment impede timely fact-based decision making?
Are you able to accurately measure the performance of your organization?
How can you ensure that new D&A initiatives will be adopted by all stakeholders?

round table b

robotic process automation

Eric Albertsons

Kyle Roozen

Business processes are an integral component of a strong Operating
Foundation. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) democratizes the ability to
automate processes, which enables business to shift focus to value-added
activities while improving the speed and accuracy of repetitive, labor-intensive
business processes. During the breakout, attendees will split into groups to
discuss hot topics related to RPA. Sample topics are included below, but
topics will also be solicited from participants:

What processes are suitable for automation using RPA software?
How do I work with IT to implement RPA?
How can RPA be implemented in a highly regulated industry (e.g., finance, healthcare)?
How can I scale RPA in my organization?

12:15pm - 12:45pm : HOSTED lunch & door prize giveawayS

leadership committee
The PDX Operations Leadership Forum is steered by the Leadership Committee. These
executives are responsible for the strategic direction of the Forum, and each of the sessions
are structured to bring relevant content and maximum value.
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